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Abstract- The paper introduces about the residual limb design
using an x-ray image of an amputed patient. Customization of
socket is important to obtain the best adaptability of the
patient’s body, swearing a high functional degree, comfort ,
durability and prevention of medical complication. Till now,
lower limb designed and manufactured` using MRI,CT images.
Our research aims at introducing the use of MATLAB and
tools in this context ,where they are not commonly used. The
methodologies consists of the reconstruction of stump
,simulations on the digital model for obtaining the stump
deformed shape and socket manufacturing .Finally the last step
consists of force analysis and temperature analysis using
Ansys software.
I.

INTRODUCTION

The successful design and fitting of a prosthetic socket
results in the effective transfer of forces from the socket to
the residual limb, such as the amputee can maintain daily
activities without damaging tissue or experiencing pain the
most common reason for residual limb pain is due to an
intolerable pressure applied to the stump1. Lower limb
amputation may be caused due to peripheral vascular
disorder ,diabetes ,infection, foot ulcer, trauma,
tumor/cancer So uncomfortable socket may cause many
clinical problems, such as dermatitis or skin lesions. The
residual limb design vary from person to person such as
geometry , size and load bearing tolerance. Reconstruction
using CREO software is carried out using certain tools.
The surface shape of ampute is acquired using an x-ray3.
Most of the previous works on prosthetic design is based
on manual design . With a manual design, the most
common way of defining the shape of a residual limb is to
make a mould of the residual limb itself. This method is
prone to deviations caused by human error7.One of the
advantage of using this method is very low cost and it
lowers the risk of the patient4.Using the reconstructed 3D
image would also be more comfortable for the patient
when compared to using a traditional fabrication,as it may
cause more injury during the design.

The aim of this paper is to provide a system which uses a
3D reconstruction technique that is capable of producing
the measurement of the limb in order to provide an easy
and accurate measure of residual limb and creating a
missing part of the limb11.
II.

RESIDUAL STUMP MEASUREMENT USING
X-RAY

The reconstruction of the stump digital model acquired by
x-ray medical imaging(complete residual limb with bone
structure and dermis).The problems related to 3D
geometric reconstruction namely the patient and stump
positioning is considered for defining a protocol procedure
with the requested accuracy for socket production .The
second step consists of comparing the digital model and
the one obtained by the 3D model. The obtained results
demonstrate the data as follows
•
•

•

To acquire the morphology of the stump in less
invasive way for the patient.
To have textured digital model, which permit an
easy evaluation of the assessment suffered by
limb.
To detect the variations of shape and volume2
III.
3D DESIGN WITH CREO

CREO is a software which belongs to the family of
designing a product and it is developed using PTC. Using
the details obtained from the matlab stump is constructed
by the measurements taken. Three dimensional image is
reconstructed with a CREO which presents a better
correspondence to the real skin surface6 .It shows all the
abnormalities due to ampution, stump condition and socket
possible interaction. We use this model as reference for the
complete 3D reconstructed model 8. To obtain the 3D
digital integrated stump together with the external surface
and the inner bony structure. The 3D view consists of
measured parameters from the x-ray image of an residual
limb12.
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IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results obtained by using MATLAB with some tools
The first step is carried using segmentation process in
which it consists of segmentation algorithms in which the
boundary is detected. The value of pixels at the boundary
is noted and the edge is detected by using suitable codes.

3.Force analysis and temperature analysis is done
using Ansys software.
V.

CONCLUSION

The paper presented a methodology to customize
prosthesis socket where all phases and all data
involved in the process are digital .It discuss about
specific problems related to the geometric model of
stump. We compared acquired 3d geometric model
and the cast obtained in a traditional way. The main
role is played by the geometric digital data of the
lower residual limb, which replaces the plaster cast
and basis of socket design.
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